
Industry Names Instrumentix Most Innovative Data Lineage Solution

Award recognises firm’s leadership in delivering high value solutions to financial institutions in capital markets.

London, 23 March, 2023 – InstrumentiX, a leader in performance monitoring and analytics for global financial markets, has 
been awarded “Most Innovative Data Lineage Solution” for its xMetrics® product in the A-Team Innovation Awards 2023. 

The awards celebrate innovative projects and teams across vendor and practitioner communities that make use of new and 
emerging technologies to deliver high value solutions for financial institutions in capital markets.

Understanding the link between trading performance and technology efficiency and hence being able to determine why 
execution quality is diminishing or how it can be optimized is critical to achieving a competitive advantage. By analysing 
orders across their lifecycle as they are transformed by each hop in a highly distributed trading plant it is possible to analyse 
the impact of each tier on end-to-end performance and identify where issues are occurring and - more importantly - where 
to concentrate effort to achieve the greatest ROI.

xMetrics® facilitates powerful data enrichment and transformation by allowing the user to interact directly with the data it 
is creating. This critical feature not only allows external data to be used in enrichment, but more importantly allows for the 
introduction of User Defined Functions into the instrumentation path that can be used to transform – in real time - any and 
all data. Given the availability of this key feature, emerging and future requirements can be tackled with ease.

“Many congratulations to InstrumentiX in winning the Most Innovative Data Lineage Solution award in the 3rd annual 
A-Team Innovation Awards 2023. The awards recognise and reward companies that deliver high levels of innovation to 
financial institutions in capital markets. InstrumentiX should be deservedly proud of their incredible achievement in a closely 
fought and highly competitive contest” says Angela Wilbraham, CEO, A-Team Group, who hosted the A-Team Innovation 
Awards 2023.

“For forward-thinking capital markets firms, instrumentation is no longer an afterthought, it is included in the very design of 
their trading infrastructure.” said Steve Hicks, Founder and Chief Technology Officer. “Instrumentation is crucial in providing 
constant verifiable execution efficiency, safeguarding customer experience and driving operational improvement. We are 
delighted that the industry has again recognised our best-in-class capabilities and sincerely thank our supporters who took 
the time to vote for us.”
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xMetrics® is the only high performance, modular, open, distributable software solution available, and crucially can be 
run on commodity hardware. This means that xMetrics® is hugely scalable and can be deployed into environments 
(including the cloud) in a way that historically would have been far too complex or prohibitively expensive. 

About InstrumentiX 
InstrumentiX is a leader in performance monitoring and analytics for global financial markets. xMetrics®, our unique 
modular trading infrastructure monitoring and analytics solution, provides an end-to-end, real-time view of some of 
the world’s most complex trading environments. Committed to continuous innovation, InstrumentiX ensures market 
participants receive the actionable insight and transparency needed to optimise execution outcomes, drive business 
improvement and comply with regulatory requirements. InstrumentiX takes immense pride in partnering with our 
clients to help them gain competitive edge. 
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